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Next Level Housing Solutions: A Call to Action 

Massachusetts has a booming innovation economy that continues to grow, but we are facing a 
multi-dimensional housing crisis. That crisis is eroding our middle class, deepening our income 
inequality and exacerbating existing racial inequity which threatens the sustainability of that 
growth. Many housing leaders are working on these issues in impactful ways, yet we know our 
current solutions are inadequate. 

Many of us are working on issues related to our region's housing crisis in impactful ways as partners.  
Through the Next Level Housing Solutions initiative, we seek to facilitate conversations that dovetail 
with and support all of these efforts while calling upon us, together, to build the solutions and 
coalitions that are needed to meaningfully address the known crisis. With this, we aim to 
collectively take our responses to the next level and unlock the potential our community has to 
meet this crisis head-on. 

 
 

Next Level Housing Solutions Discussion Series: *New Dates*  
July 2019 - February 2020 

 Tackling Income Inequality and Driving Racial Equity—July 17th  
 Creative Policy Solutions—July 30th  
 Creative Financing Solutions—September 10th  
 Aligning Leaders and Solutions Across Sectors—October 28th   
 Building Urgency and Political Will—December 4th  
 Next Level Housing Symposium—February 6th  

For more information including registration links, meeting notes and materials from earlier 
discussions, visit bit.ly/nextlevelhousingsolutions or follow Next Level Housing Solutions on 
Eventbrite. 

How can I take my response to the Next Level? 

Join the Conversation.  Share your ideas.  Help us broaden the conversation.  Spread the Word.   
Visit our webpage or submit ideas anytime via NextLevelHousing@lisc.org.  You can also volunteer 
to help plan and facilitate a particular discussion group. Forward this notice to another community, 
business, thought or civic leader or influencer and ask them to join the Next Level Housing Solutions 
conversation. Look for opportunities to share with your neighbors and your community about these 
challenges and work for solutions in your neighborhood, city, town or community. 

http://bit.ly/nextlevelhousingsolutions
mailto:NextLevelHousing@lisc.org

